SAWA Information Pack

Non-IT RMR Communications 5.3
Date Issued

31/03/2017

RMP ref (may Procedure title
differ
between
States)
13

Description

Interface

(All communications will be by
unstructured email unless indicated differently
below)

15(4)

AEMO may lodge and accept
AEMO must lodge transfer requests, and accept aseXML notices on behalf
notices on behalf of a selfof self-contracting users.
contracting user
Identification of sub-networks, gas A network operator may notify AEMO of a new sub-network. AEMO will
zones and gate point
verify the establishment of the new sub-network, and publish an updated
Appendix 1 to participants, pipeline operators and prescribed persons.

21A

FRC Hub Certification

21B

Readiness Certification

22

GBO identification

23(7)

AEMO to provide bulk Market
Operator standing data

32(1)(a)(i)

Error correction notice
(determining identity of previous
users - transaction type REQPU)

56(5)

Request for historical AEMO
AEMO may impose a daily limit on the number of historical standing data
standing data
requests that a participant may lodge.
Allocating MIRNs to network
AEMO must, in consultation with the network operator, assign a range of
operators
MIRN’s to a newly registered network operator.
MIRNs becoming commissioned for AEMO to forward notice to users that the network operator will provide
the first time
standing data under Rule 65(2)(a)(i) (SA only).

63
65(3)

aseXML

AEMO determines whether a participant has satisfied the FRC Hub
certification criteria.
AEMO determines if participant has satisfied readiness criteria, and if so,
issues a readiness certificate.
AEMO to issue a GBO to all participants and itself (A GBO is a unique code
that will be used in the GRMS, e.g. AGL)
AEMO may impose a rolling 30-calendar day limit on the number of bulk
standing data requests that a participant may lodge.
If a current user becomes aware of an error or inaccuracy in standing data
for a MIRN, the current user may contact AEMO for the identity of the
previous user so that the current user may advise the previous user of the
error. AEMO will provide a response in one business day - transaction type
'REQPU-RESP'.
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Email to
grmssupport.au@logicacmg.com and
Subject Field: Unique Reference (eg.
SAGAS_REQPU_GBOID_REMCO_YYYYM
MDDHHMM);
Contents:
1. MIRN;
2. MIRN Checksum;
3. GBO ID of user lodging request; and
4. Completion date of transfer (ccyymm-dd).
Telephone, unstructured email
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RMP ref (may Procedure title
differ
between
States)

Description

Interface

73(2) WA only

Network operator provides the AEMO with a monthly report of MIRN
discovery requests.

Email. Format to be agreed between
the AEMO and the Network Operator

74(a) SA only

AEMO to review MIRN discovery
requests and explicit informed
consents (WA only)
Complete MIRN Listing (SA only)

85(3)

If transfer request is valid

103(3)

The transfer

(All communications will be by
unstructured email unless indicated differently
below)

The Network Operator must update, format and deliver, via AEMO "Market Market Operators - Market Information
Information Bulletin Board" (MIBB) upload facility a new complete MIRN
Bulletin Board (MIBB).
listing in accordance with AEMO Specification Pack and within the
timeframes prescribed within the RMP. The Network Operator must
administer a procedure that describes the encrypted and compressed
method along the password change procedures.
AEMO must ensure that the MIBB upload facility is available to the Network
Operator
for for
the the
update
of the
Listing
File.
AEMO may,
purpose
of complete
resolving MIRN
any issue
or dispute
in relation to Unstructured email (for non-aseXML
the transfer request, provide the incoming user with any information AEMO messages received)
receives from the current user in relation to the transfer request.

AEMO to forward notice to users that the network operator will provide
standing data under Rule 103(2)(b)(i) (SA only).
104(4) WA only Retailer of last resort scheme WA If the AEMO is notified that the ROLR scheme is invoked, the Market
Only
Operator will notify each participant.
139 WA only
AEMO to determine whether
AEMO to make an ‘above 10TJ’ determination where appropriate and notify
interval meters must be fitted at a the user of the determination.
basic meter site (WA only)
140 WA only
AEMO to determine whether a
AEMO to make a ‘below 10TJ’ determination where appropriate and notify
delivery point may be converted to the user of the determination.
a basic metered delivery point as a
result of a reduction in gas usage
(WA only).
150
Meter reading activities by another If a party other than the network operator is to undertake MDA duties,
Telephone, unstructured email
entity
AEMO, the network operator and all affected participants must work cooperatively together to agree appropriate procedures and rule changes
under the relevant laws and rules.
175
Gate Point control systems
The pipeline operator must notify AEMO of the gate point control system
that it proposes to operate for its pipeline.
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175(5)

A pipeline operator may, for the purpose of consulting with shippers,
request AEMO to provide the identity of shippers on both pipelines.

For SA, pipeline operators should email
any requests to: rmo@aemo.au;
For WA, pipeline operators should email
any requests to: rmo@aemo.com.au

Gate Point control systems
(request shipper information from
AEMO)

(All communications will be by
unstructured email unless indicated differently
below)

176(1) WA only Type of pipeline control system
AEMO notifies the pipeline operator of the profiles referred to in Rule 200.
(WA only)
185(3) SA only User provides information to AEMO A user must notify AEMO of unforeseen or material changes that will affect Telephone, unstructured email
(SA only)
their withdrawal of gas from a sub-network when the user becomes aware
of such circumstances
192(3)

If allocation instruction in invalid

AEMO notifies the ROLR administrator where the allocation method of last
resort has been used to determine the user’s allocation instruction.

200 (WA) &
209 (SA)
216

AEMO determines profiles

AEMO must make available its guidelines for determining profiles.

AEMO to recalculate profiled
forecasts 30 minutes before the
end of the third, sixth, ninth, and
twelfth hours of the gas day (SA
only)
Miscellaneous reconciliation
amount

If the pipeline operator cannot adjust the operation of the pipeline, AEMO
may consult with the pipeline operator to adjust the pipeline profiled
forecasts.

AEMO notifies reconciliation and
adjustment amounts

AEMO to notify information regarding AEMO's determination of a
miscellaneous reconciliation amount.

239 WA only
244 WA only

Telephone, unstructured email

AEMO may determine a miscellaneous reconciliation amount in consultation Telephone, unstructured email
with the network operator.

255(1) WA only Pipeline operator to inform of
special circumstances (other
pipelines)

A pipeline operator to provide a special circumstances notice to AEMO

The pipeline operators should email any
notices to: wa255notice@aemo.com.au

255(2) WA only AEMO to inform of special
circumstances (other pipelines)

After receiving information from a pipeline operator that the gas provided
through the gate-point varies materially from the shippers requests for
injections, AEMO must provide this information to each person who is
required under clause 22(2) to have a GBO identification and status of the
GBO identification is active

Unstructured email
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differ
between
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Description

277(1) WA only Subscription for information

A person may apply to AEMO to become a subscriber for a sub-network for Formal letter
a year

279 WA only

AEMO may enter into a swing service provision umbrella deed (“SSPUD”)
with a swing service provider (“SSP”) other than the SSPOLR.

Swing service providers

Interface

(All communications will be by
unstructured email unless indicated differently
below)

Chpt 6
Disputes
(Different
clauses for each
state)
Chpt 7
Reporting and Audits
Chpt 8

Administration

Chpt 9 Not
applicable for
SA

Rule change process

Formal contract exchange (as per
Appendix 7)
Formal letter, written report, telephone,
unstructured email
Formal letter, written reports,
telephone, unstructured email
Formal letter, telephone, unstructured
email
Formal letter, written reports,
telephone, unstructured email

Note - The outcomes of any consultation will always be communicated in writing as a notice in accordance with RMP rule 12 or 12A. The references to the use of a
telephone are to highlight that AEMO may use this medium when undertaking consultation with market participants.
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